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ABSTRACT

Indexing Vocabulary for a Criminology Documentation Data Bank (CRIMDOC):
Phase II Report. Prepared by Catherine J. Matthews, Centre of
Criminology, University of Toronto, under contract to Solicitor
General Canada, Contract no. 7270-29. May 1982.

This is the second of three reports to be prepared under contract
to the Solicitor General on standards for a Canadian criminal justice
bibliographic data base (CRIMDOC) proposed by a consultant's report to
the Ministry in March 1981. The first report, submitted February
1982, covered indexing and abstracting standards for CRIMDOC, and the
third report will cover more general administrative considerations in
establishing the data base.
This report on indexing vocabulary considered the means of subject
access to the data base. It is recommended that although natural language,
free text access to the data base is useful and should be provided, a
controlled vocabulary should also be used to reduce scatter and increase
precision in storage and retrieval from the file. Users should, therefore, be able to base their choice of natural language, controlled
vocabulary or a hybrid of both capabilities, on the topic to be searched,
as different strategies are effective in various circumstances.
A review of the literature, observation and use of manual and automated modes of retrieval, and discussions with creators, vendors and
users of information storage and retrieval systems resulted in the recommendation that a bilingual thesaurus based on the American National
Standard Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure, Construction and Use (ANSI
Z39.19-1980) and the UNESCO/UNISIST Guidelines for the Establishment and
Development of Multilingual Thesauri (1976) be created to serve as the
CRIMDOC controlled vocabulary.
Various vocabularies in the criminal justice subject field were
considered, and it was recommended that the NCJ Thesaurus would be an
appropriate "base" vocabulary on which to build a CRIMDOC thesaurus.
Officials of the Solicitor General should pursue discussions with
officials of the National Criminal Justice Reference Service with
regard to obtaining the NCJ Thesaurus in tape format. Appropriate staff
consisting of linguists, lexicographers and subject specialists should
work on first making the NCJ Thesaurus appropriate to the Canadian
criminal justice milieu, a pilot project should be undertaken and
evaluated, and the revised vocabulary should be translated into French
to make bilingual access to CRIMDOC available.

ti

INDEXING VOCABULARY FOR A CRIMINOLOGY DOCUMENTATION (CRIMDOC)
REFERENCE INFORMATION BANK: PHASE II REPORT.

Introduction
This is the second of three reports to the Solicitor General of
Canada advising on standards for the creation of a Canadian criminal
justice bibliographic data bank, hereafter referred to as the CRIMDOC data
base. The first report, submitted in February 1982 was entitled "Indexing
and Abstracting Standards for a CRIMDOC Reference Information Bank: Phase
I Report".

While Recommendation 7 of that report suggests

That a software design be selected which permits full
text searching of a variable length abstract field,
that by no means resolves the matter of subject storage or retrieval from
the data base.
This Phase II Report documents an investigation of potential means
of subject access to the data base, including consideration of the use of
natural language versus the use of a controlled vocabulary for storage and
retrieval purposes, vehicles for vocabulary control, standards for thesauri
and consideration of their principal features.

This investigation also

evaluated several existing vocabularies in the criminology/criminal justice
and police subject areas, and made suggestions with regard to the creation
of a controlled vocabulary suitable for the proposed CRIMDOC data base.
Throughout this report it should be remembered that the matter of
vocabulary control must be viewed from two perspectives, namely the input/
storage considerations and the output/retrieval considerations, both of
which will be documented.
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Subject Access
A controlled vocàbulary is a list of index terms or descriptors
which is used as an authority for storing or retrieving information.
While the concept of controlled vocabulary dates back considerably, current
information storage and retrieval systems continue to embrace the concept
in a variety of vocabularies. These range from the "traditional",
such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), which is a pre1
coordinated, non-manipulative, inverted-style, subdivided vocabulary
(e.g., "Justice, Administration of', "Police, Private", Crime and criminals Research", etc.) to a number of thesauri which, although they have some
pre-coordination, are designed to function as post-coordinate, manipulative
descriptors, written in natural language style.

Various examples and

further explanation of the modern thesaurus will be described later in this
Report.
The concept of information storage and retrieval vocabulary has been
the subject of considerable investigation, experimentation, and writing
during the last thirty years (Aitchison, 1970; Atherton, 1979; Borko,
1967, 1978; Cleverdon, 1960, 1966, 1967, 1970; Farradane, 1961, 1967;
Foskett, 1969, 1975; Gilchrist, 1971; Lancaster, 1968, 1972, 1973;
Maron, 1978; Robertson, 1978; Vickery, 1960, 1963, 1971; Wall, 1969, 1978
and many others).

This writing reflects the impact of automation on infoz-

mation storage and rettieval systems. Gilchrist (1971:6) summarizes the
vocabulary control matter, noting that,
Historically, the pendulum has swung from terms with a high
degree of both exactness and pre-coordination through a short
1

All footnotes follow the text of this Report.
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period of complete fragmentation and back to a compromise of
some pre-coordination and some debate on how much meaning should
be attached to isolated terms.
2
Taube's UNITERMS, natural-language, single word index terms, were an
attempt to permit post-coordination (combining words at the time of
searching, using Boolean algebra) rather than pre-coordinating headings.
Thus a search of "organized", "crime", and "prevention" could produce
the desired documents on "organized crime prevention" or some unrelated
documents on "getting organized for crime prevention". False drops, such
as the latter led to the development of UNICONCEPTS or bound terms (e.g.
"organized crime") in which more than a single word could be employed as
a descriptor or index term.

Over the next two decades experiments with

links (Cleverdon, 1966), roles (Lancaster, 1968), weighting (Lancaster,
1972:132), and facet analysis (Vickery, 1960 ; Gilchrist, 1971:41-56)
have brought us to the 1980's where on-line bibliographic information
retrieval from hundreds of commercially available data bases has shaped
the manner in which data is stored and retrieved, and shaped the user's
expectation of computer capabilities.
To neophytes, the terms "controlled vocabulary" and "natural language"
appear to be mutually exclusive.

However, it is quite possible and even

desirable to have a controlled vocabulary that contains syntactically
"natural" language.
significant.

The distinction between the phrases is however,

A controlled vocabulary imposes guidelines on the manner

in which words are used, specifying singular or plural forms, controlling
synonyms, near-synonyms, homographs, antonyms, etc.

For example, in a

controlled vocabulary such as the National Criminal Justice Thesaurus (1980)
(hereafter referred to as the NCJ Thesaurus) the phrase "Private police" is
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used, rather than other similar phrases such as "Private security",
"Security guards" or "Security officers", etc., which are synonymous or
quasi-synonymous phrases which occur naturally in the literature. Natural
language, for all its merits of specificity for unique concepts, can on the
other hand contribute to the scatter of related concepts.
The advantage of natural language in an automated information storage
and retrieval system is in saving indexing time and cost at the data entry
stage, by allowing the computer to store and index every word of bibliographic and abstract content.

Various studies by Aitchison and Hall (1972),

Canfield (1973), Sharp (1971), Byrne (1975), Harley and Myatt (1972), and
Wanger et al. (1976) have deliberated on the merits of free text versus
controlled vocabulary benefits, and the conclusions have ranged from one
extreme to the other, based upon the subject area considered, scope and
status of thesaurus used, and other variables. For example, while Aitchison
and Hall concluded •hat controlled language was superior, Wanger's survey
(1976:128) scored controlled plus free terms as most preferred and effective.
While the ease of creating a data base is enhanced by reliance on natural
language, it is this researcher's conclusion that a strictly natural
language-free text vocabulary in the social sciences, and particularly in
as interdisciplinary a subject area as would be covered by the proposed
CRIMDOC data base, is unsatisfactory. From a retrieval perspective the
searcher in a natural language file would have to compensate for the full
range of words, phrases, concepts, spellings, arrangements, etc. that
could describe a topic. Consider a search requiring information on a
suspect's rights at the time of arrest. This could require a search of at
least some, and perhaps more, of these suggested descriptors:

suspect,

accused, arrest, pre-arrest, pre-charge, constitutional rights, Miranda
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warning, etc.

If the system had used a controlled vocabulary then con-

ceivably one or two phrases which combine and control all the possible
elements could have been assigned to documents on the topic, and hence
could retrieve them more efficiently.
TWo measures of effectiveness of a vocabulary are precision (or
relevance) and recall. They are measured in the following manner
(Lancaster, 1972:107):
recall ratio=

number of relevant documents retrieved by the system
total number of relevant documents contained in the system

relevance ratio= number of relevant documents retrieved by the system
total nuMber of documents retrieved by the system
The two measures vary inversely:

X 100

X 100

the higher the recall, the lower the

relevance; the higher the relevance, the lower the recall. Natural language
data bases, particularly relying on post-coordination, have high recall,
but low relevance. Precision relies on the searcher's skill in identifying
and analyzing the . subject request and effectively translating it into the
natural language descriptors most likely to retrieve the desired information
from the data base. A controlled vocabulary, on the other hand, increases
precision and reduces recall. While the skill of the search intermediary
in analyzing the inquiry and translating it into searchable descriptors
is still important, the searcher has an authority to which to turn to
control scatter, clarify generic and other relationships and aid in the
retrieval of relevent information.

Using the hierarchical or generic

search capabilities that a thesaurus allows, a specific search can be
broadened to increase recall or narrowed to reduce it further.
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An information system which incorporates the best of a natural
language and a controlled language arrangement is not only ideal, but
quite possible.

Some computer software such as BASIS, STAIRS, and others

will permit use of a controlled vocabulary, ptimarily used for searching
the descriptor field, but conceivably for any other, as well as natural
free text.

With BASIS, for example, an inverted file is created of each

word (with the exception of "stop" words) as a document is stored. Searchers
can therefore search pre-established words and phrases from the controlled
vocabulary as well as post-coordinating natural language words from the
inverted file index.
In the free-text versus controlled vocabulary debate, some consideration
should be given to the impact of various options on staffing, cost and
de-centralized input.

Clearly the creation of a controlled vocabulary is

not without its costs, from the creation of the vocabulary through to the
intellectual subject analysis.

Korotkin and Oliver (1964) examined the

need for subject specialist indexers, and concluded that provision of a
controlled vocabulary increased inter-indexer consistency more than subject
specialist qualifications. Lancaster (1972:2) also concludes that vocabulary
control tends to improve indexing consistency. These are important conclusions if a decentralized network for input into a CRINDOC data base is
envisaged. Given the option of "Pay now or pay later" in the creation of a
data base, it is preferable to pay now in staff-time rather than pay later
in poor retrieval effectiveness.
Based on a review of the literature of subject information storage and
retrieval, inquiries of software vendors and data base users, it is therefore
recommended:
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That a software program be used which allows for the
creation of an inverted file of natural language
derived from bibliographic citations and document
abstracts;
•

That a controlled vocabulary be developed to store and
aid in the retrieval of bibliographic data; and
That retrieval from the data base be by means of either
the controlled vocabulary, free text searching or a
hybrid of both modes.

Selecting a Vehicle for Vocabulary Control
The two most important vehicles for vocabulary control are the subject
heading list and the thesaurus.

Well known subject heading lists, such as

the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), or lesser known subject
specialty lists, such as Subject Headings for Criminology, Criminal Justice
and Police Science Collections (Mudge, 1977) have stylistic features in
common: they are pre-coordinated, syndetic, enumerative, and use inversion
and subdivision techniques.

While Mudge offers greater specificity of

subject matter, LCSH is designed to index a broader spectrum of knowledge.
The term "thesaurus", in an information retrieval context, came into use
in the late 1950's (Vickery, 1960).

The thesaurus is a list of words and

phrases, but is distinguished from the subject heading list primarily on
the basis of the manner in which relationships between terms are identified.
According to the established standard, ANSI-Z39.19-1980, it is the •
synonymous, hierarchical and other relationships which comprise the vocabulary which makes the thesaurus different from the subject heading list.
Thesauri usually prefer natural language rather than inversion, and allow
greater coordination at the time of searching, and are thus a more suitable
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aid for vocabulary control for an automated interactive file such as the
proposed CRIMDOC file.
It is reasonable to question why a thesaurus is a more suitable aid
than a subject heading list when the Ministry Library presently finds
subject headings (primarily derived from the Library of Congress and the
National Library of Canada) an effective way to describe and retrieve books
through the cataloguing process. The thesaurus - subject heading list
decision is based on several factors, such as:
(i) objectives of the system;
(ii) environment in which it will operate;
(iii)resources available for the creation and maintenance of the
system; and
(iv) the means by which the system will be evaluated.
Some of these factors are more readily resolved than others.

(i) Objectives of the System
The decision to create a' controlled vocabulary and to use established
thesaurus guidelines such as ANSI's or UNESCO's must reflect consideration
of the objectives of the system as a whole.

The proposed CRIMDOC data

base has no official Ministry statement of objectives, and this project
relies primarily on certain assumptions articulated in the Report on
3
Indexing and Abstracting Standards, and re-stated here, with particular
reference to their relationship to vocabulary control.

It is hypothesized

- That the Ministry Library and Reference Centre will
undertake to create a bibliographic file of research,
reports, articles, programs, chapters of books, and
other documents of a fugitive nature not normally
accessed by the main library catalogue;
That the file will be required to provide government
officials and researchers with specific information on
programs and documents within the interdisciplinary
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subject purview of the Solicitor General of Canada, namely
criminology, criminal justice, criminal law, parole,
corrections and policing;
- That such a data bank be "user friendly" and ultimately
searChable by persons directly involved in research,
policy or administrative functions and who may not
be assisted by information intermediaries such as
Librarians or search staff;
- That the system permit highly specific storage and retrieval
of information, with syndetic and hierarchical capabilities;
- That retrieval of material in both official languages be
equally available; and
- That for reasons of economy of time and cost, consideration
be given to utilizing components of any existing data base
in similar subject areas.
Therefore, a proposed criminal justice thesaurus would allow greater

exhaustivity and specificity in indexing than any existing subject heading
list allows. Subject headings such as LCSH may be suitable for books, but
as the depth of indexing increases then specialization of index terms
should also increase.

As the evaluations in Appendix A indicate, the Mlidge

list (1977) has more specific headings than LCSH, but it lacks other features
required, such as natural language, user friendly descriptors. While LCSH
and Mudge headings are syndetic, they do not establish generic or hierarchical relationships in as clear a manner as a thesaurus would do.
Because a primary objective of coordinate indexing is to increase
precision, it is wise to use the less pre-coordinated headings of a thesaurus
such as the NCJ Thesaurus to allow for more post-coordination and precision
in searching.

This is particularly important in natural language "user

friendly" systems. While the inverted and subdivided format of the subject
heading lists makes them unsuitable for the proposed data base, they should
be considered valuable sources of concepts, and their descriptors need only
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be restructured in order to render them useful.
Hence, to meet the "objectives" of the CRIMDOC data base, a more
subject specific vocabulary which allows greater post-coordination and
specificity in the form of a criminal justice thesaurus is required.

(ii)System Environment
Gilchrist (1971:15) defines this as "the area over which the designer
and the operator of the system have no direct control", such as compatability
with other systems.

At this stage the proposed CRIMDOC data base is not

likely to be controlled by any existing procedures or functions of the
Ministry Library and Reference Centre. A variety of terminals, including
the model presently used for on-line reference, could likely interface
with the host computer in a service bureau or distributed system environment.

(iii)Resources for Creation and Management of the System
Resources required may be classified into staff or personnel resources,
financial resources, and other resources. Other resources which should be
considered in the choice between using a thesaurus and a subject heading
list are the availability of any suitable existing vocabularies. Evaluations
of several such vocabularies are included as Appendix A to this report.
The conclusion reached is that the NCJ Thesaurus has the most appropriate
vocabulary and adequately meets established thesaurus standards, although
it is not totally transferable to the Canadian criminal justice information
milieu.

Other thesauri, glossaries and lists, such as Blazina (1980),

Mudge (1977) and others are all suitable sources of descriptors, but none
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of them is as suited to becoming the "base" vocabulary as is the NCJ
Thesaurus. In this case the availability of a relatively appropriate
thesaurus is probably the greatest influence in the thesaurus - subject
heading list decision because of the direct bearing on staff time and costs.
The ability to rely on previous work in this area will effect a great cost
saying.
Staff and financial costs will still be considerable despite the
saving afforded by the existence of a base vocabulary. Although further
discussion appears later in this report under "Creating a Canadian Criminal
Justice Thesaurus", it should be noted that despite the advantage which
the existence of the NCJ Thesaurus affords, the existing staff of the
Ministry Library and Reference Centre is inadequate for creating a new
thesaurus.

Although conversations with representatives of NCJRS have

failed to establish aven a ballpark figure for the acquisition of the
tapes comprising their thesaurus, it is virtually certain that the cost
would be considerably less than creating a thesaurus ab initio.
Consideration was also given to machine generation of a vocabulary
list based on word frequency as an alternative to other means of vocabulary
control. Staff time would have to be added, as was done in the creation
of the NCJ Thesaurus, for establishing hierarchical relationships and
controlling synonyms, in the interests of higher precision ratios.

Further-

more, the intellectual input of subject specialists in a social science
vocabulary covering abstract and theoretical concepts was deemed preferable
to a computer generated word list, and hence more effort would be involved
in building a Canadian vocabulary from the ground up, rather than taking
advantage of a good existing "base" vocabulary.
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(iv) Means of Evaluation
There are as yet no proposed measures of performance established for
the proposed CRIMDOC data base, and as a result subjective interpretation
of the performance of various vocabularies and vehicles for those vocabularies (i.e., thesauri and subject headlng lists) must be considered.
Lancaster and Climenson (1968) propose various measures including recall,
precision, user effort and response time.

Librarians presently using the

NCJ Thesaurus (for NCJRS on-line) and traditional subject headings for

retrieval from libTary catalogues prefer the precision and ease of use
afforded by the NCJ Thesaurus. Higher recall is achieved with the subject
catalogues, for some topics, but then manual and intellectual effort is
increased in distilling high recall to relevant documents.
Based on the evidence it is, therefore, recommended that the thesaurus
is the most appropriate vehicle for vocabulary control.

Thesaurus Standards
Various bodies have issued standards for the creation of thesauri
including the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), UNESCO, and others.

The ANSI

standard Z-39.19-1980, used for the evaluation of the NCJ Thesaurus and
other vocabularies in Appendix A, is very similar to ISO's Guidelines for
the Establishment and Development of Monolingual Thesauri (IS0-2788). Using
these standards it is possible to evaluate these vocabularies on their
consistency of term form and definition, cross references, and arrangement
of the terms. It was this evaluation, the results of which appear as
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Appendix A, which confirmed the NCJ Thesaurus as the most suitable "base"
vocabulary on which to build a new Canadian thesaurus.
The manner in which a bilingual thesaurus is best constructed is
discussed in the UNESCO/UNISIST Guidelines for the Establishment and
Development of Multilingual Thesauri. In principle the UNESCO Guidelines
are based on the ISO-2788 standard, such that any multilingual thesaurus
could also be divided and stand alone in its unilingual component languages.

Creating a Bilingual Canadian Criminal Justice Thesaurus
(i) Applying Thesaurus Standards
There are several very important rules in the UNESCO Guidelines which
must be considered in the creation of a bilingual criminal justice
thesaurus.

These focus on methods of construction, relationships, and

degrees of equivalence.
(a) Constructing a Multilingual Thesaurus
The UNESCO Guidelines treat this matter in Rule #2.2.2, identifying the
basic methods of construction as:
(1) ab initio method of building from scratch, particularly for a new
information system;
(2) "translation" of an existing source language thesaurus; and
(3) merging of existing thesauri into a new multilingual thesaurus.
Subsequently in Rule #5 the actual processes are commented upon.

The rules

advise avoiding duplication of effort (#5.1.2), and yet the merging of
existing thesuri is identified as a time-consuming and error-prone task,
and was not recommended. While Schuck (1977) advocates building from
scratch over translation for a better thesaurus, translation of a source
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thesaurus is more cost efficient, less time consuming, and avoids
duplication of effort. For the present circumstances then, it appears
preferable to first work on establishing that source vocabulary, i.e., the
NCJ Thesaurus, as an authoritative and representative base vocabulary,
representing the Canadian criminal justice system, and then follow Rule
#5.2.2, the "translation" of an existing source thesaurus into a target
thesaurus. This translation stage is usually based upon the a priori or
Gestalt method (#2.2.2) which involves concept-by-concept consideration
and is most appropriate where both languages are of equal value.

(b) Degrees of Equivalence
The UNESCO Guidelines #3.1 identifies the basic problem in creating
a multilingual thesaurus as that of establishing equivalences between terms
in different languages. Various degrees of equivalence range from exact
equivalences, which are readily accommodated in a bilingual environment,
to inexact equivalences of various types. Solutions for inexact equivalences
(Rule #3.1.2) include leaving both languages unchanged, changing terms
in either one language or the other, or changing terms in both languages.
Such decisions are best made by a committee of linguists and subject
specialists on an ad hoc basis as circumstances arise, using the Guidlelines
as a framework for decision-making.

The importance of establishing a source

English language thesaurus first is emphasized when the matter of translating
inexact equivalences is considered, and when other term relationships are
involved.

This opinion is endorsed by Wall,

experience with thesaurus construction.

4 based on his extensive
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In the 'context of translating terms and evaluating equivalences, the
matter of automatic translation must be mentioned. Both linguists working
in translation 5 and the academics writing about it (Dubois, 1979:7;
Hutchins, 1978:119-159) show little satisfaction with the precision of
machine translation to date.

While Dubois advocates the use of switching

languages as technologically advantageous, this technique appears more
suited to a multilingual environment (as opposed to bilingual) with considerable decentralized network arrangements.
UNESCO rule #4.2 stipulates that within the main part (usually
alphabetic) of each sub-thesaurus comprising the multilingual thesaurus
"the entries should show all the equivalent descriptors in the other
languages covered by the thesaurus". This translation equivalence should
exist such that inquirers wanting to change from searching in one language
to another could, in the thesaurus (either on-line or in hard copy) search
a descriptor such as "Juvenile delinquency" and find that the French
language equivalent of the term was "Délinquance juvénile". Hierachical
(BT's or NT's) or related terms would only be displayed under the descriptor
(i.e., "postable terni") in each sub-thesaurus.

Therefore, all French

terms related to "Délinquance juvénile" would only appear under "Délinquance
juvénile", not with related English language ternis appearing under "Juvenile
delinquency".

(c) Relationships
Although the UNESCO Guidelines and many multilingual thesauri (e.g. ILO

Thesaurus) use BT, NT, UF, RT, etc. abbreviations for broader term, narrower
terni, etc., an alternative exists which does not impose unilingual abbrevia-
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tions on a bilingual environment.

The Translation Bureau of Secretary of

State Canada uses international graphic symbols such as =, >, <, etc. to
denote term relationships.

The ISONET Thesaurus (1980) also uses these

graphic symbols. While many bilingual and multilingual thesaurus users
are at present adequately served by the alphabetic symbols, and while the
computer and other hardware selected for the CRIMDOC data base may determine whether or not the requisite type face and characters can be provided, 6
consideration should be given to the use of ISO-1951-1973, Lexicographical

symbols particularly for use in classified defining_ vocabularies.
The matter of term relationships is related to the problem of
equivalencies, as one-to-one relationships will not exist in all cases; the
UNESCO Guidelines provide criteria for the resolution of relational problems.

(ii) Practical Considerations
While the existence of ANSI, ISO and UNESCO standards provide some
direction in the task of creating a Canadian criminal justice thesaurus,
there are considerations of computer software, staffing, and inter-agency
cooperation which will significantly affect the creation and maintenance
of a thesaurus, and hence the data base project.
(a) NCJ Thesaurus
Since it is recommended that the NCJ Thesaurus would be an appropriate
"base" thesaurus for "upgrading" to reflect the Canadian criminal justice,
and then translating, the possiblity of obtaining the NCJ Thesaurus in a
usable format is crucial.

Through telephone discussions with NCJRS officials

it has been established that, although they have never before made the

NCJ Thesaurus tapes available for sale, and although no price has yet been
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established; they would be very interested in entering into discussions
with representatives of the Solicitor General of Canada concerning the
possibility. Technical details of the sets of tapes, although best
evaluated by systems analysts, appear to be relatively "standard". 7
Because of the complexity of setting up and maintaining a thesaurus
it would be advisable to have CRIMDOC staff trained by a person with
experience in this area.

The NCJ Thesaurus Head Lexicographer, Eugene

Wall, would be a suitable person to consider contacting for such technical
(and subject) expertise.

Although NCJRS now requires only a fraction of a

person-year annually for upgrading and maintaining their thesaurus, Wall
envisages more staff time for the Solicitor General, particularly in the
early stages of a bilingual thesaurus.

(b) Software
In the opinion of Eugene Wall there are basically two good commercially
available software packages in the United States for thesaurus construction
and maintenance. The older Owens-Illinois software (also cited by
Lancaster, 1972:90), written in COBOL is marketed by LEX-INC. Inquiries
concerning this software can be addressed to Eugene Wall at NCJRS.

This

software is particularly good for ab initio development of a thesaurus,
although this is not as likely to be important for a CRIMDOC thesaurus.
It is also an adequate program for thesaurus maintenance, and is used by

NCJRS for that purpose.

The cost is approximately $10,000.00 (U.S.) plus

installation and training consultation fees, making it considerably less
expensive than its rival alternative. This alternative software is an
on-line package called LEXICO, marketed by Project Management Incorporated.

8
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While it is'not held to be as effective as the Owens-Illinois software
for creating a thesaurus from scratch, the on-line mode is an appropriate
and effective means of updating and maintenance.

Its cost, however, is

$40,000.00 (U.S.).
In Canada there is very little to go on in the literature, or from
practitioners concerning thesaurus software.

9

QL Systems does not

advertize a thesaurus package with its other software, but representatives
of that firm indicated that they might consider making such a program
available. Infomart, through its BASIS system has a thesaurus function.
According to their representative, most users make low-level use of the
function, primarily for switching from common to preferred terms, but a
full thesaurus generation and maintenance capacity exists. It is
recommended that a technical specialist (i.e. systems analyst) with an
understanding of the design and function of a thesaurus examine the software being considered for the CRIMDOC thesaursus.

(c) Human Resource Factors
One advantage available to the Solicitor General in the development
of a CRIMDOC thesaurus is the opportunity to cooperate with the Translation
Bureau, Terminology Directorate, Secretary of State.

Both academic and

professional opinion favour the use of linguists/lexicographers for the
establishment and control of a vocabulary. Their work should, however, be
undertaken in a consultative arrangement with a committee of subject
specialists. Subject specialists alone, without linguists/lexicographers, can
result in undue development of certain subject fields within a vocabulary,
reflecting the subject specialist' areas of expertise, and create imbalance
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in the thesaurus. At the present time representatives of the Solicitor
General and the Secretary of State are working together to produce a
translation vocabulary on parole; this work may ultimately benefit some
translation of a CRIMDOC thesaurus. The work done in 1981 on Thesaurus
TERMI, Domaine: Sciences criminelles/Termi Thesaurus, Subject Field:
Criminal Sciences by Martin Van Wyngen, evaluated in Appendix A, and
appended as Appendix B, was unfortunately abandoned before much consultative
work on the vocabulary was ever done.
Since the CRIMDOC thesaurus would be unlikely to require a linguist on
an ongoing basis, it might be possible to second a person from Secretary of
State's Translation Bureau for a one year period to handle the early
stages of the project, or to hire a person on a one year contract.
As the human resources impact of the CRIMDOC project as a whole, and
10. .
the thesaurus in particular has not yet been documented, it is difficult
to assess other cost and staffing implications at this stage.

What is

known, thus far is
- that systems analyst advice will be required on the selection of computer
hardware and software capable of receiving the NCJ Thesaurus tapes;
- that a linguist/lexicographer is required for the transformation of
the NCJ Thesaurus into an English language criminal justice
thesaurus reflecting the Canadian criminal justice system;
- that for that "transformation" the linguist/lexicographer should be
assisted by a committee of subject specialists;
- that a linguist work on the translation of the English vocabulary
into French, assisted by a representative committee of subject
specialists;
- that from a data entry perspective an indexer will be required to
assign thesaurus decriptors or index terms to the documents (and
provide abstracts); 11
- that data entry staff will be required to store bibliographic
records in the CRIMDOC file.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The adoption of a thesaurus as a means of vocabulary control is an
aefirmation of a commitment to a special quality of information storage
and retrieval. There are very definite advantages to the Solicitor General,
such as the availability of a good existing thesaurus, which make the
undertaking less costly and less difficult than having to build a thesaurus
ab initio. Nevertheless, the costs of buying and translating do exist,
and are factors to be reckoned with.

In the absence of any specific cost

estimates, however, but based on a survey of the literature, observation
and use of manual (i.e., print copy) and automated information retrieval
systems, and discussions with creators, vendors and users of information
storage and retrieval vocabularies, it is therefore recommended:
General
1. That a software program be used for the CRIMDOC data base which allows
for the creation of an inverted file of natural language derived from
bibliographic citations and document abstracts;
2. That a controlled vocabulary be developed to store and aid in the
retrieval of bibliographic data; and
3. That retrieval from the data base be by means of either the controlled
vocabulary, free text searching or a hybrid of both modes.
Specific
4. That a thesaurus be used as the method of vocabulary control, based
on the American National Standard Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure,
Construction and Use (ANSI Z39.19-1980) (for establishing the integrity
of the base thesaurus) and the UNESCO/UNISIST Guidelines for the
Establishment and Development of Multilingual Thesauri (for the
bilingual thesaurus);
5. That international graphic symbols, such as those found in Lexicographical Symbols Particularly for Use in Classified Defining Vocabularies
(ISO-1951-1973E), be considered for use in the thesaurus rather than
uni lingual alphabetical abbreviations;
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6. That the NCJ Thesaurus presently used for storage in and retrieval
from the NCJRS data base be acquired in machine readable form to be
used as the basis of a Canadian criminal justice thesaurus;
7. That a linguist and/or a lexicographer and a committee of subject
specialists revise the NCJ Thesaurus, dropping terms which because
of legal definition or other reasons will not be relevant in a CRIMDOC
data base, and adding terms to reflect the scope and content of a
Canadian criminal justice file;
8. That a small pilot project be undertaken to test the realibility,
relevance and retrieval capabilities of the English language
vocabulary before the translation of the vocabulary is undertaken,
and upon satisfactory results of that project;
9. That a linguist assisted by a committee of subject specialists translate
the postable descriptors of the English language thesaurus for the
purpose of creating a bilingual criminal justice thesaurus.

Appendix A:
Evaluations of Existing Vocabularies
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EVALUATIONS OF EXISTING VOCABULARIES
Various published and unpublished vocabulary projects exist as
potential sources of terms or descriptors for a Canadian criminal justice
thesaurus. The following evaluations summarize the strengths and weaknesses of these vocabularies when compared with standards (such as
ANSI's or UNESCO's) and when considered for their potential contribution
to a Canadian criminal justice thesaurus.

Mudge, Charlotte. Subject Headings for Criminology, Criminal Justice and
(1977)
Police Science Collections. Toronto: Centre of Criminology,
University of Toronto.
This is a term list based on the Library of Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH) in terms of style and format, and hence it fails to meet format and

stylistic standards laid out in ANSI-Z39.19-1980.
an alphabetical arrangement.

It has only one display,

It is a pre-coordinated, non-manipulative

set of words or multi-word phrases which use inverted style (e.g. "Evidence,
Expert") and rely on subdivision to increase specificity (e.g. "Criminal
justice, Administration of-Public opinion"). The basic syntax of the
descriptors is inappropriate for a "user friendly" system, and the
pre-coordination is too entrenched.
What the Mudge list is appropriate for is the subject scope of its
headings, which is very comparable to the scope of the proposed CRIMDOC
thesaurus.

Although augmented by some more specific headings, particularly

in the area of law enforcement and policing, the headings are quite broad,
like their LCSH antecedents.

As well, the Mudge list still has vestiges

of the American influence of LCSH, in headings such as "Grand jury", but
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most terns are acceptable in a Canadian context.
As a syndetic list some relationships between terms are identified,
however these fail to come up to the guidelines of Rule #4.4 in the ANSI
standard. Further analysis would have to be given to the Mudge terms to
identify true generic relationships.
This list could be used as a source of terms likely to be encountered
or expressed by searchers and could, therefore, be used to create related
terms, synonyms and broader and narrower ternis for the CRIMDOC thesaurus.
As the Mudge list was not maintained or updated since 1977 at all, it
no longer reflects the current topics in the literature. Scope notes from
the Mudge list could also prove useful in the compilation of the CRIMDOC
thesaurus.

Michon, Hèléne and Tremblay, Hèléne. Police Force.Terminology = Terminologie
(1981)
de la police. Ottawa: Federation of Canadian Municipalities
and Translation Bureau. (Available from Supply and Services
Canada) (Municipal Terminology Series, Terminology Bulletin
#173).
This is neither a thesaurus nor a subject heading list, but a glossary
of terminology. According to its Introduction it was designed to "facilitate
the drafting and translation of laws, regulations and other documents.. .and
to encourage the standardization of municipal terminology".

As a result it

lacks some of the syndetic and relational elements which a thesaurus or
subject heading list possess.

It does refer the user from a common term to

a preferred term (e.g. "Dog patrol SEE Canine patrol").

However, it is

extremely inconsistent and misleading in its use of the abbreviation SYN
(i.e., synonym).

To begin with, certain words or phrases identified as

synonyms are at best quasi-synonymous, and more often than not are really
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broader, narrower or related terms (e.g. "Criminal investigator" SYN.
investigator, detective, plainclothes officer, plainclothes man).

While it

might be considered necessary to control the vocabulary by using one term
instead of all the others, they should be identified by the "USE" directive
(i.e., plainclothes man USE criminal investigator) with the UF (used for)
reciprocal (i.e. "Criminal investigator UF plainclothes man").

To suggest

synonymous relationships is inappropriate.
This glossary is very inconsistent in its use of reciprocal relationships.

For example, while "dog patrol" says "SEE canine patrol" and

"canine patrol" says "SYN. dog patrol", "evidentiary breath tester" says
"SEE breath analyzer", but under "breath analyzer" it gives two synonymous
terns referred from, but not "evidentiary breath tester".

Other terms

given as synonymous elsewhere in the list fail to appear as other synonyms
might have (e.g. "marked patrol car" or "blood alcohol level"); admittedly
these others are identifiable beside the used or preferred term by virtue of
alphabetical arrangement, but for consistency they should have had entries
making those referrals.
Despite the fact that the list is a glossary, not a thesaurus, a
certain consistency of synonymous term control is expected.

The list,

however, is inconsistent in failing to make all relationships of a synonymous
nature clear. For example "highway patrol" and "freeway patrol" both appear
as acceptable descriptors, without any reference from one to the other.
There appears to be a reasonalbe degree of term equivalence between
French and English terms.

The compilers are meticulous in identifying

the source of their definitions, which lends considerable credibility to

the list from a definitional perspective.

It appears that concepts, and
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not just words, have been translated.
It is recommended that Police Force Terminology be considered as an
alternative source of police desc±iptors when creating a CRIMDOC thesaurus,
particularly when the definitions of terms are sought.

Police Force

Terminology is, for the mose part, far more specific than would be required
for a CRIMDOC thesaurus. The source list (p. 57R-67E and 53F-63F) is
valuable background information for the compilation of a CRIMDOC thesaurus.

Van Wyngen, Martin. "Thesaurus TERMI, Domaine: Sciences criminelles = TERMI
(1981)
Thesaurus, Subject field: criminal sciences." Hull, Québec:
Bureau des Traductions, Direction général de la Terminologie
et de la Documentation, Direction de la Terminologie.
(Edition provisoire = Working document).
This unpublished bilingual vocabulary is perhaps mislabelled "Thesaurus"
as it lacks the full range of relationships delimited by the UNESCO Guidelines.
It bears closer resemblance to Michon's Police Force Terminology as a glossary
of words for the translation of documents. The work undertaken by Van

Wyngen was never completed, and although he consulted a number of sources
(bibliographies, thesauri, glossaries, lexicons, dictionaries) his classification and arrangement, and the definition of terms was never adjudicated
or validated by a committee of subject specialists. What does exist in
typed format from the project follows as Appendix B. 12
To begin with, the scope of "criminal sciences" is not as broad as the
scope of the proposed CRIMDOC data base; it includes only the non-legal
aspects of crime.

It does include crime "prevention, detection and suppres-

sion and the treatment of offenders".

The majority of terms for which

definitions are provided lean towards a police or law enforcement relationship. Imbalance is obvious in that some of the categories identified and
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terms defined are very narrow and applied (e.g. fingerprinting), while
others (e.g. penology) are broad and theoretical.

The hierarchy provided

is quite inadequate as a basis for the CRIMDOC vocabulary.

The format and display of the Van Wyngen project is not in keeping with
either the UNESCO or ANSI standards, although the use of type face to
distinguish between descriptors and reference terms is good.

Van Wyngen's

use of brief parenthetical scope notes clarifies descriptor coverage, which
is essential in a vocabulary as sparse as this.

The broader and narrower

terns provided are identified satisfactorialy by use of international graphic
symbols. These terms correspond to the previously established hierarchy,

as far as it goes. However, the framework of this vocabulary is so sketchy
and undeveloped that it is an inadequate "base" vocabulary for the CRIMDOC
thesaurus.

Too much ab initio work would be required to make it appropriate.

The real strength of this project is in the number of dictionaries,
glossaries, lexicons and thesauri that have been identified as useful back-

ground to creation of their criminal science thesaurus. This documentation
will be of great benefit to persons upgrading and translating the NCJ
Thesaurus.

Blazina, Vesna and Janik, Sophie. Thesaurus en délinquance juvénile.
(1980)
Montreal: Groupe de recherche sur l'inadaptation juvénile,
Université de Montréal.

This French language thesaurus has some bilingual functions and covers
a subject area which is a very specific sub-set of the proposed CRIMDOC
thesaurus.

These strong points are further enhanced by a good compatability

with the ANSI guidelines and the UNESCO Guidelines. Indeed the UNESCO
Principes directeur pour l'établissement et le développement de thesaurus
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monolingues destinés à la recherche documentaire (Paris,

1974) have been

used in its creation.
This thesaurus has a detailed introduction which clarifies- the scope
of the thesaurus and decisions made concerning choice and format of entry.
It adheres to basic standards for cross references and term relationships.
The arrangement of the thesaurus is meticulously explained and there
are a variety of displays available:

main alphabetic arrangement, permuted

display (KWIC Index), and "identifiers" display for geographic units, proper
names and names of organizations, institutions, research groups, etc.,
and an English-French Index.

Within each section the display is very clear,

in terms of both spacing and type face.
This thesaurus very admirably captures the essential ingredient for
a bilingual CRIMDOC thesaurus, in its most narrow interpretation, by
referring from French descriptor terms (not BT's, NT's or RT's) to English
descriptors, and by providing access from English descriptors to French.
The network of English RT's, BT's and NT's would have to be developed in
order to make this a truly bilingual thesaurus.
The translation of concepts from French to English appears to be well
done for the most part, although some phrases have been handled too literally.
For example "Delinquance policiere" is translated into "Police delinquency",
a phrase not used quite as readily as "police deviance" in the English
language literature. It is ambiguous when two synonymous terms are given
as *EP (employé pour) terms (French to English):

for example, "Depannage

telephonique *EP hot line program *EP hot line service" orDetenu *EP inmate
*EP prisoner", "Reaction social *EP law and order *EP societal reaction" and
numerous other examples occur.
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This thesaurus highlights several matters which must receive attention
in a bilingual CRIMDOC thesaurus.

There must be provision for expression

of masculine and feminine words in the free text and controlled search
facility:

for example, "délinquante mineure" and "délinquant mineur",

"adolescent itinérant" and "adolescente itinérante". Blazina accomodates
this by bracketing the (e). Certain software might best handle this by
truncation of terms so that both variations would be searched; for example
"adolescent* itinerant", with * denoting any character which occupies that
space.
In a bilingual thesaurus the matter of French accents must be considered.
The UNESCO Guidelines provide no rule to cover this, although ANSI standard
Z39.19-1980, rule 4.2.8 allows for the use of diacritical marks. Blazina
avoids the use of accents in all descriptors by printing them in upper
case type.

Only the cross references are in lower case and use accents.

The Blazina list is, however, manually prepared rather than computer produced.
The decision of whether or not to use accents may be determined by computer
decisions.

The RCMP Library discovered that STAIRS limits their ability

to have certain elements provided in their print copy by-products. Although
it is preferable to have accents, particularly in a printed copy of a
thesaurus, they could be omitted without seriously jeopardizing the vocabulary.
Although its overall scope is not as broad as the NCJ Thesaurus, the
latter was used as a model and source in the construction of Blazina's
thesaurus. Thesaurus en délinquance juvenile, however, is not broad enough
to serve as a base vocabulary for the CRIMDOC thesaurus.

It should be

considered an excellent source vocabulary in the juvenile delinquency area,
although it is far too specific for application to CRIMDOC.
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National Criminal Justice Thesaurus: descriptors for indexing law enforcement and criminal justice information [Washington, D.C.?]:
(1980)
U.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of Justice.
In subject scope the NCJ Thesaurus is an excellent match for the scope
of the CRIMDOC data base. As the NCJRS data base is primarily composed
of American documents, so the NCJ Thesaurus includes descriptor phases such
"Rape victim shield laws", "Attorney judge evaluation" or "Furloughs"
which are not as meaningful in a Canadian context, and omit certain others

suph as "Mandatory supervision", which are required.

For the most part,

however, the vocabulary is very appropriate, and would only require some
editing and updating to make it a representative Canadian English language
13
thesaurus
In the process of "Canadianizing" the vocabulary it is recommended
that American spellings such as neighbor, color, etc. not be changed to
neighbour, colour, etc., as persons are already familiar with these American
spellings using NCJRS on-line and would only be further confused. Just as
natural language searches in other bibliographic fields such as author,
title or publisher now call for an awareness of variant forms (e.g. Centre
or Center), so that kind of attention will necessarily continue in those
fields.

Where control is possible, follow established headings for variant

spellings.
The NCJ Thesaurus has benefitted from a good sized staff and competent
development and maintenance, particularly for the period for which Aspen
Systems Corporation has had the contract. In an unpublished paper, Gladstone

(1982) identifies examples such as "child pornography" which demonstrate
how the vocabulary has kept pace with recent topics in the literature. There
will always be a need to update and maintain vocabulary to reflect usage.
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For the most part the NCJ Thesaurus decisions on term form, use of
single term and multi-word phrases, use of singular and plural forms, etc.
are well taken and based on standards, although some attention could be
given to the latter.

There is consistency in the vocabulary.

Direct entry

(i.e., "Private police" not "Police, Private") has been used to leave
descriptors in natural language order.

This is very important in a

vocabulary which uses as much pre-coordination as this one does, e.g.
"victimless crime", "organized crime", etc.
Punctuation is minimized to regularize term format and avoid problems
of filing; punctuation is best minimized to reduce retrieval problem also.
The NCJ Thesaurus adheres to ANSI guidelines satisfactorily, permitting
use of parentheses, hyphens and other punctuation to clarify meanings. Some
terms which presently have punctuation could be cleaned up; Gladstone (1982)
makes an interesting example of changing "hold-ups (mail related)" to "postal
crimes".

These matters are best resolved by lexicographers, linguists and

subject specialists working together on the vocabulary.
The NCJ Thesaurus provides clear and precise scope notes for many termsThese definitions will be of great benefit when revising the vocabulary for
Canadian coverage.
The NCJ Thesaurus identifies relationships between terms carefully, with
broader, narrower, related, and synonymous terms all documented.

The

reference structure is well developed and employed. There is no diagramatic
display of hierarchies, but after tracing several up and down by means of
broader and narrower terms it appears that there is very little hierarchy
overlap.
The method of constructing the NCJ Thesaurus was based upon frequency
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of term use in the literature, as well as consultation with subject
authorities. It has been welcomed and relied upon as a beneficial aid to
retrieval from the NCJRS data base.
standards.

It is consistent in meeting high

It is a logical choice as the base vocabulary for a CRIMDOC

thesaurus, and would save considerable time over the ab initio construction
of a thesaurus by the Ministry of the Solicitor General.
As the NCJ Thesaurus might be disproportionately large compared to the
early stages of a CRIMDOC data base, attention should be given to perhaps
using a sub-set of that vocabulary until the number of documents indexed
grows. Ticks could be placed in the margin of a print CRIMDOC thesaurus
to indicate headings used from the potential range available.

This might

be appropriate during a pilot project phase involving 500 or so documents,
and then based on an evaluation of the pilot project the full vocabulary
could then be used.
What makes the NCJ Thesaurus even more attractive is the possibility
of acquiring it on magnetic tape in machine readable form, which would save
considerable data entry effort and cost. The availability of thesaurus
software to go with the NCJ Thesaurus tapes could further benefit the

CRIMDOC project. Consultation and cooperation with representatives of
Aspen Systems Corporation and the National Criminal Justice Reference
Service could be of great benefit in establishing a Canadian criminal
justice thesaurus and data base.

Appendix B:
Thesaurus TERNI, Domaine: Sciences criminelles = TERNI
Thesaurus Subject-Field: Criminal Sciences (Edition
provisoire = Working Document, Bureau des Traductions,
Direction de la Terminologie, 07/1981

•

Secret a::u!
crÉIal

Secretary
of Sale •
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Thesaurus TERMI
Domaine: Sciences criminelles

TERNI Thesaurus
Subject-field:

Criminal Sciences

Martin Van Wyngen

Edition provisoire, juillet 1981
Working Document, July 1981

Bureau des Traductions
Direction générale de la
Terminologie et de la Documentation
Direction de la Terminologie

Hull, Quebec

Translation Bureau
Terminology and Documentation
Branch
Terminology Directorate
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Criminal Sciences
Crimes
Criminalistics
-

fingerprinting

Criminals Law Enforcement
- criminal investigation
- police documents
- police equipment
- police organization
- police patrol
Penology
-

penal sanctions
prisons
rehabilitation of criminals

Security
-

security devices
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Sciences Criminelles

Crime
Criminalistique
—

..

dactyloscopie

Criminel
Lutte contre le crime
—
—
—
—
—

document de police
enquête criminelle
matériel de police
organisation policière
patrouille policières

Pénologie
—
—
—

prison
rééducation des criminels
sanction pénale

Protection contre le crime
—

matériel de protection contre le crime
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of dc.scriptors and non-descriptors

correctional facilities
> l'RlSONS
correctional institutions
)› PRISONS
correctional science
> PENOLOGY
corrections
> PENOLOGY
corrective institutions
>PRISONS
crime detection
> CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

CRIMES
-criminal acts, criminality, delinquences,
delinquent acts, offunces
F: crime
Kb
<criminal sciences
.-

criminal acts
>CRIMES

•"

CRIM;pAL INVESTIGATION
Linclude questioning and surveillance; exclude
arrests and criminalistics]
C.,Lcrime detection
F: enquête criminelle
<law enforcement
<criminal sciences
- criminalistics
- fingerprinting
criminal sanctions
>PENAL SANCTIONS

CRIMINAL SCIENCES [exclude criminal justice]
:=1criminology
F: sciences criminelles
‹. • •
<• • •
>crimes
>criminalistics
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>law enforcement
>penology
>security
CRIMINALISTICS
[exclude crime laboratory equipment]
nriforensic science
F: criminalistique
<criminal sciences
> fingerprinting
- police equipment
criminality
>CRIMES
CRIMINALS
[include their equipment]
W.delinquents, offenders
F: criminel
<Z...
<criminal sciences
criminology
>CRIMINAL SCIENCES
dactyloscopy
>FINGERPRINTING
delinquency
>CRIMES
delinquent acts
>CRIMES
delinquents .
>CRIMINALS
FINGERPRINTING
Lexclude fingerprinting equipment]
'.-:1.dactyloscopy
F: dactyloscopie
<criminalistics
<criminal sciences
forensic science
CRIMINALISTICS
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---> PRISONS
jails

---->PRISONS
LAW ENFORCEMENT
[include arrests]
F: lutte contre le crime
<criminal sciences
<• • •
> criminal investigation
> police documents
>police equipment
>police organisation
>police patrol
- fingerprinting
off

ences
> CRIMES

offenders
CRIMINALS
penal establishments

> PRISONS
penal institutions

> PRISONS
PENAIe SANCTIONS
[include objects and instruments of punishment]
e- scriminal sanctions, penalties, punishments,
punitive sanctions, sanctions
F: sanction pénale
<penology
<criminal sciences
penalties

------> PENAL SANCTIONS
penitentiaries
PRISONS
penitentiary system

> PRISONS
PENOLOGY
corrections, correctional science

F: pénologie
<• • •

<criminal sciences
>penal sanctions
>prisons
>rehabilitation of criminals

POLICE DOCUMENTS F: document de police
<law enforcement
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<criminal sciences

POLIVE EQUIPMENT
linclude crime laboratory equipment; exclude
documenti]
F: matériel de police
<law enforcement
<criminal sciences
POLICE ORGANIZATION
F: organisation policière
<law enforcement
<criminal sciences
■••

POLICE PATROL
[include dispatches; exclude surveillance]
F: patrouille policière
<law enforcement
<criminal sciences
prison system
>PRISONS
PRISONS
[include prison administration and prisoners;
exclude punishments]
f.s.2correctional facilities, conectional
institutions, corrective institutions, gaols,
jails, penal establishments, penal
institutions, penitentiaries, penitentiary
system, prison system
F: prison
<penology
<criminal sciences
punishments
>PENAL SANCTIONS

punitive sanctions
>PENAL SANCTIONS
reformation of criminals
>REHABILITATION OF CRIMINALS
«-

REHABILITATION OF CRIMINALS
czlreformation of criminals, resocialization of
criminals
F: rééducation des criminels.
.penology
<criminal sciences
resocialization of criminals
>REHABILITATION OF CRIMINALS
sanctions
'-':›PENAL SANCTIONS
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F: protection contre le crime
<criminal sciences
<• • •
> security devices
SECURITY DEVICES
Linclude locks and warning systemsi
F: matériel de protection contre le crime
<security <criminal sciences
— protective equipment

•

•
-42LISTE ALPHABETIQUE STRUCTUREE
des descripteurs et non-descripteurs

acte criminel
CRIME
acte délinquant
>CRIME
amendement des criminels
> REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS
châtiment
>SANCTION PENALE
contravention
>CRIME
contrevenant
>CRIMINEL
CRIME
=1-1. acte criminel, acte délinquant,
contravention, criminalité, délinquance,
délit, fait délictueux, infraction pénale
E: crimes
<sciences criminelles
CRIMINALISTIQUE
[exclure le matériel du laboratoire judiciaire]
r.>2.police scientifique
E: criminalistics
<•••
<sciences criminelles
>dactyloscopie
- matériel de police

1.

CRIMINEL
[inclure son équipement]
Ct! contrevenant, délinquant, malfaiteur
E: criminals
<sciences criminelles
<..•
criminologie
> SCIENCES CRIMINELLES
DACTYLOSCOPIE
[exclure le matériel de la dactyloscopie]
E: fingerprinting
<criminalistique
<sciences criminelles
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délinquance

> CRIME
délinquant
>CRIMINEL
délit
CRIME
DOCUMENT DE POLICE
E: police documents
<lutte contre le crime <sciences criminelles

ENCWE CRIMINELLE
[inclure les auditions policières et la
surveillance; exclure les arrestations et la
criminalistique]
C2enquête judiciaire
E: criminal investigation
<lutte contre le crime <sciences criminelles
- criminalistique
- dactyloscopie
enquête judiciaire

> ENQUETE CRIMINELLE
établissement pénitentiaire

> PRISON
fait délictueux

--> CRIME
geôle
PRISON
infraction pénale
>CRIME
institution pénale
>PRISON
institution pénitentiaire
>PRISON
LUTTE CONTRE LE CRIME
[inclure les arrestations]

E: law enforcement
<•• •

<sciences criminelles
>document de police
>enquête criminelle
>matériel de police
>organisation policière
>patrouille policière
- dactyloscopie
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>CRIMINEL
MATERIEL DE POLICE
[inclure le matériel du laboratoire judiciaire;
exclure les documents]
E: police equipment
Klutte contre le crime <sciences criminelles

MATWEL DE PROTECTION CONTRE LE CRIME
Linclure les serrures et les systèmes d'alarme]
E: security devices
<protection contre le crimeciences criminelles
— matériel de sécurité
mesure pénale
>SANCTION PENALE
ORGANISATION POLICIERE
E: police organization
<lutte contre le crime <sciences criminelles
patrouille de police
>PATROUILLE POLICIERE

PATRVILLE POLICIERE
Linclure les messages i exclure la surveillance
patrouille de police]
E: police patrol
<lutte contre le crime <sciences criminelles
peine
----> SANCTION PENALE
pénalité
>SANCTION PENALE
pénitencier
> PRISON

PENOLOGIE
nIscience correctionnelle, science pénale,
science pénitentiaire
E: penology
<sciences criminelles
<.••
>prison
>rééducation des criminels
>sanction pénale
police scientifisue
CRIMINAL1STIOUE
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[inclure l'administration pénitentiaire ainsi
que les prisonniers; exclure la punition]
t..létablissement pénitentiaire, geôle,
institution pénale, institution pénitentiaire,
pénitencier, système pénitentiaire
E: prisons
<sciences criminelles
<pénologie
PROTECTION CONTRE LE CRIME
[inclure les arrestations]
E: security
<sciences criminelles
<•• •
>matériel de protection contre le
crime
punition
> SANCTION PENALE
réadaptation des criminels
> REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS
reclassement des criminels
> REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS
REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS
1.1.amendement des criminels, réadaptation des
criminels, reclassement des criminels,
réhabilitation des criminels, resocialisation
des criminels
E: rehabilitation of criminals
<pénologie
<sciences criminelles
réhabilitation des criminels
> REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS

resocialisation des criminels
>REEDUCATION DES CRIMINELS
SANCTION PENALE
[inclure les objets et les instruments de
punition]
..châtiment, mesure pénale, peine, pénalité,
punition, sentence
E: penal sanction
(pénologie
<sciences criminelles
(

science correctionnelle
>PENOLOGIE
science pénale

PENOLOGIE
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science pénitentiaire
>PENOLOGIE
SCIENCES CRIMINELLES
[exclure la justice criminelle]
2Lcrimino1ogie
E: criminal sciences
<• • •
<• • •
>crime
>criminalistique
>criminel
>lutte contre le crime
>pénologie
>protection contre le crime
sentence
>SANCTION PENALE
système pénitentiaire
PRISON
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crimes
Acts or omissions resulting from human conduct
which the state considers harmful and wishes to
prevent and against which formalized penal or
correctional measures may be taken.
Based on: . CURZON, L.B. A Dictionary of Law,
Plymouth, England, Macdonald and Evans,
1979, p. 84.
criminal investigation
The systematic search to identify the perpetrator
of a suspected crime and to gather sufficient
evidence to substantiate the appropriate charge
in court.
criminalistics
The science of crime detection, involving the
recognition, identification, individualization
and evaluation of physical evidence by using
scientific techniques derived from such disciplines as chemistry, physics, physiology and
psychology; the bulk of the work is carried out
in the crime laboratory.
criminals
Persons who commit acts or omissions resulting
from human conduct which the state considers
harmful and wishes to prevent and against which
formalized penal or correctional meaeures may be
taken.
Based on:

CURZON, L.B. A Dictionary of Law,
Plymouth, England, Macdonald and Evans,
1979, p. 84.

Criminal sciences
The scientific study of the nonlegal aspects of
crime, including its prevention, detection and
suppression and the treatment of offenders.
'Based on: The New Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Chicago, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
1979, vol. 5, p. 282.
and: Elsevier's Dictionary of Criminal
Science, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1969,
p. vii.

-48fingerprinting
The means of identifying persons by impressions
taken of the skin pattern of the inner surface of
the finger tip.

SALATTOLO, A. Lawrence. Modern Police Service
Encyclopedia, New York, Arco Publishing Co.,
1979, under "fingerprinting".
law enforcement
The field of crime prevention, enforcement of
the criminal laws, including the apprehension of
offenders, and preserving the peace.
Based on: MARTIN, Julian A., editor. Law
Enforcement Vocabulary, Springfield,
IU., Charles C. Thomas, 1973, p. 129.
penal sanctions
Forms of punishment imposed by the state for
wrongdoings; e.g. imprisonment, fines.
penology
The science concerned with the theory and methods
of punishment for crime and the treatment of
criminals.
police documents
All writings conveying information that are
prepared by the police as part of their duties.
police equipment
Gear, tools and machinery specific to the
functions of the police.
police organization
The administrative and functional structure of
the police; e.g. law enforcement agencies, police
force units, ranks.
police patrol
The various ways in which the police traverse a
district or beat to watch or guard it, and the
various aspects of the operation.
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prisons
Places of detention for those committed to custody
by the state. This includes facilities having
both a custodial and a rehabilitative function,
such as houses of correction and training schools.
Based on: CURZON, L.B. A Dictionary of Law,
Plymouth, England, Macdonald and Evans,
1979, p. 267.

1MM

rehabilitation of criminals
The process or technique of reeducating and
redirecting the attitudes and motivations of the
delinquent or criminal so as to bring his behavior
into full harmony with (...) social regulations.

...

FAIRCHILD, Henry Pratt. Dictiônary of Sociology
and Related Sciences, Totowa, N.J., Littlefield,
Adams and Co., 1975, p. 254.
security
Precautions taken to guard against crime.
Based on: The Random House Dictionary of the
English Language, New York, Random
House, 1966, p. 1290.
security devices
Objects and appliances designed to provide
protection against crime.

. .,

.•
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Sciences criminelles: Définitions
crime

•

Violation du code qui, dans une société donnée,
définit les actes considérés comme illicites et
établit les mesures pénales et correctionnelles
à appliquer par la puissance publique aux
transgresseurs.
Adaptation de: WILLEMS, Emilio. Dictionnaire de
sociologie — Adaptation française
par Armand Cuvillier — Paris,
•
Rivière, 1970, p. 72.
criminalistique

Science visant à découvrir, analyser et identifier
les indices matériels des faits dans le cadre de
l'enquête judiciaire. A cette fin, elle fait
appel aux techniques et aux méthodes de sciences
comme la chimie, la physique, la physiologie et la
psychologie. La plupart du travail se fait dans
le laboratoire judiciaire.
Adaptation de: L'Encyclopaedia Universalis,
Paris, Encyclopaedia Universalis
France N.A., 1980, vol. 5, p. 87.
criminel

Celui qui viole le code qui, dans une société
donnée, définit les actes considérés comme
illicites et établit les mesures pénales et
correctionnelles à appliquer par la puissance
publique aux transgresseurs.
Adaptation de: WILLEMS, Emilio. Dictionnaire de
sociologie — Adaptation française
par Armand Cuvillier — Paris,
Rivière, 1970, p. 72.
dactyloscopie

Exploitation pratique des empreintes digitales en
vue de l'identification et du signalement des
personnes.
Adaptation de: L'Encyclopaedia Universalis,
Paris, Encyclopaedia Universalis
France N.A., 1980, p. 87.
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Tout écrit fournissant des renseignements rédigé
par la police dans le cadre de ses fonctions.
enquête criminelle

Recherche méthodique, en cas de présomption
criminelle, visant à découvrir l'auteur du crime
et à accumuler suffisamment de preuves pour
justifier des procédures légales.
Adaptation de: BERNIER, Régis et al. Le VadeMecum du policier, Cap-de-laMadeleine, Québec, Securibec enr.,
[s.d.], p. 45.
lutte contre le crime
Cette notion comprend la prévention du crime,
l'application de la loi pénale, y compris l'arrestation des contrevenants, et le maintien de
l'ordre social.
matériel de police

Ensemble des effets, instruments et machines
utilisés spécifiquement par la police.
matériel de protection contre le crime

Tout objet ou mécanisme destiné à empêcher le
crime.
organisation policière

Façon dont la police est constituée en vue de son
bon fonctionnement; par exemple: les services
répressifs, les unités de la police et ses rangs.
patrouille policière

Cette notion comprend les différentes rondes de
surveillance faites par un détachement de la
police ainsi que les modalités d'opération de
la patrouille.
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pénologie
Science qui étudie... les différentes sanctions et
mesures de défense sociale, y compris les mesures
de traitement des criminels, auxquelles la société
a recours pour réprimer la criminalité ainsi que
leur mode d'application et leur efficacité
relative.
Adaptation de:

YAMARELLOS et KELLENS, Le crime et
la criminologie, vol. II, p. 70.

prison
Tout lieu de détention pour les criminels ou ceux
présumés criminels, y compris certains établissements servant à la fois de détention et de rééducation; par exemple: la maison de correction,
l'école de formation.
protection contre le crime
Ensemble des mesures prises pour empêcher le
crime.
rééducation des criminels
Ensemble des procédés qui permettent de rééduquer
les criminels afin d'assurer leur réinsertion
sociale.

Adaptation de: Dictionnaire encyclopédique
Quillet, Paris, Librairie Aristide
Quillet, vol. 8, p. 5736.
sanction pénale
Forme de punition infligée par l'état aux
contrevenants; par exemple: l'emprisonnement,
l'amende.
sciences criminelles
Étude du phénomène criminel, y compris la
prévention et la répression du crime ainsi que
le traitement des criminels.
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Persons Contacted
The following persons were contacted in-person or on the telephone
for information or opinions concerning hypothetical circumstances regarding
vocabulary control or thesaurus creation and/or for information on their
own experience with information storage and retrieval. For their
cooperation and assistance I am grateful. Any references to specific
individuals or systems are the interpretation of this author, and responsibility for those interpretations is that of this author alone.
Ms. Eileen Bator, Systems Analyst, National Criminal Justice Reference
Service (Aspen Systems Corporation)
Mr. Eugene Wall, Head Lexicographer, National Criminal Justice Reference
Service (Aspen Systems Corporation)
Ms. Kyle Kramer, Associate Librarian, National Criminal Justice Reference
Service
Ms. Nalita Chan, Translation Bureau, Terminology Directorate, Secretary
of State, Canada
Ms. Louise Lalonde, Translation Bureau, Terminology Directorate, Secretary
of State, Canada
Mr. Mark Fortune, Cataloguing Department, RCMP Headquarters Library
(STAIRS)
Ms. Jean Benson, Account Supervisor, Infomart (BASIS)
Mr. Colin Davidson, Université de Montréal (re: Thesaurus Canadien des
sciences et de la technologie de la construction, computer software
considerations)
Mr. J. Hall, Canada Industry Trade and Commerce (re: Thesaurus Canadien des
sciences et de la technologie de la construction, computer software
considerations)

Dr. Frank Spitzer, University of Toronto, Computing Services
Ms. Lise Boucher, Translation Bureau, Terminology Directorate, Secretary of
State, Canada
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FOOTNOTES

••••

1.

4

Bernier, C.L. (1956) "Correlative indexes: 1. Alphabetical correlative
indexes." American Documentation 7 (1956):283-288, as cited
in Lancaster, F.W. (1972). Vocabulary Control for Information
Retrieval. Washington, D.C.: Information Resources Press. p. 6-7.

2. Lancaster, F.W. (1968) Infromation Retrieval Systems: Characteristics,
testing and evaluation. New York: Wiley.
3.

• 4.

w

See "Indexing and Abstracting Standards for a CRIM/DOC Reference
Information Bank: Phase I Report", prepared by Catherine J. Matthews,
Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto, under Contract to
Solicitor General of Canada, Contract No. 7270-29, February 1982,
p. 2-3, and 28-30, for a summary of those assumptions.
Telephone interview with Eugene Wall, Head Lexicographer, National
Criminal Justice Reference Service, (Aspen Systems Corporation).

5.

See Appendix C for a list of persons contacted in the course of
this project.

6.

For example, the RCMP Library has encountered some problems with
type-face and underlining using STAIRS.

7.

There are several sets of tapes (totalling at least nine tapes for
the linear file, main postable terms, cross references, geographic
records, etc., and the set-up and print programs) in EBCIDIC. They
are standard label (IBM). The six-tape set has a logical record
length of 132 characters, in fixed block records, with a blocking
factor of 650. The density is 6250 BPI. The three tape set has
a blocking factor of 850. The six tape set could apparently be
manipulated by COBOL or PLI if the Owens-Illinois software cannot
be obtained.

8.

Contact Mr. Prasad Nair, Project Management Incorporated, 6317
Poe Road, Bethesda, MD 20034, U.S.A.; telephone (301) 469-9001.

9.

Most practitioners are using American designed software. A check of
sources such as Databook directory-Software (Delran, NJ: Datapro
Research Corporation, 1982) v. 1, section D30-300-001-015, for
example lists Storage and Retrieval Systems such as BASIS and
STAIRS/VS system has an extension, called The Thesaurus and Linguistic
Integrated System (FLS) in two parts: TLS Retrieval and TLS
Generator. These programs should be given serious consideration, as
they can provide an on-line thesaurus, batch updating, and a print
program. No secondary sources (articles, etc.) appear to exist on
any Canadian library's satisfaction with any thesaurus software,
with the exception of the Alber paper (1972) cited in the bibliography,
and even that is somewhat inappropriate and outdated.
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10.

This aspect will be more fully developed in Report 3 on Aspects of
DataBase Operation, due August 31, 1982.

11.

While NCJRS has had success with indexers having liberal arts backgrounds, the quantity of abstracting work which they do is unclear.
Depending upon the complexity and theoretical nature of source
documents and the amount of original abstracting required, the
Solicitor General might be better advised to use subject specialists
for indexing and abstracting. The concern expressed in the literature
about use of subject specialists is the likelihood of critical and/or
analytical overtones in the informative abstract, distorting the
actual presentation of the source document.

12.

Additional documentation from this vocabulary project is still on
index cards at the Secretary of State. It may be worthwhile having
that information at least typed up, to be more useful to the Solicitor
General in a CRIMDOC Thesaurus project. To request the typing of
this project, address correspondence to: M. Michel Cardin, Director,
Terminology Directorate, Translation Bureau, Secretary of State,
15 Eddy St., Hull, Quebec KlA 0M5.

13.

Aspen Systems Corporation updates the NCJ Thesaurus vocabulary
regularly, but print copies of the Thesaurus appear less frequently.
The new edition of the Thesaurus is due to be released shortly
(i.e., likely Summer, 1982).
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